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CELEBRATING 9500+ ELEVATORS AUSTRALIA WIDE
The most amazing statistic is that there are 9500+ elevators in our
maintenance system Australia wide and although our elevators have evolved
over the years, our passion for quality, reliability and great service hasn’t.
In fact our friendly management team has a combined total of 400+ years of
elevator experience!

UNMATCHED EUROPEAN QUALITY
The AVANTI Lift has been designed, engineered and manufactured in
San Sebastián, Spain, giving you a guarantee that the product you receive is
built using the latest European technology combined with 10 year parts
guarantee and industry leading warranties.

SUPPLYING AUSTRALIA WIDE
With world-class showrooms in most major Australian capital cities.
We supply Australia wide, from our trendy Melbourne CBD to the most
remote locations in the outback to Hamilton Island on the edge of the Great
Barrier Reef.
We have probably installed an elevator in your street or even your neighbours
home!

COLOURS AND SELECTIONS
- PREDESIGNED PACKS

20
26

22 YEARS OF INNOVATION
Easy Living Home Elevators are passionate about improving your project’s
value and liveability, with hassle-free elevators.
We’re specialists who’ve been leading the way in Australia for 22 years and
are unchallenged across flexibility, quality, innovation, service and value.

- AVANTI PLUS CUSTOM FINISH
SHOWROOMS & CONTACT

UNBEATABLE SERVICING
We have the technical expertise, special diagnostic equipment and genuine
parts required to keep your lift in optimum condition, with 6,000+ parts and
accessories held in our warehouse facilities.
Our technicians are also factory trained ensuring all issues are fixed first time,
every time.

Quality
ISO 9001
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QUALITY CERTIFIED SYSTEM
Easy Living Home Elevators are proud to be the only specialist Home Elevator
Company to meet the toughest Australian and International Quality-Controlled
Standards of ISO 9001 certification.
We have internationally recognised processes, from start to completion
ensuring your elevator is delivered to the highest criteria and on time!
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WE HAVE CHANGED THE GAME
Reflecting Easy Livings unrivalled heritage. The AVANTI Lift takes performance, cutting-edge
technologies, quality workmanship and top class European materials to extraordinary new
heights that sets it apart.
FAST performance at speeds of up to one meter per second, 3x FASTER than a standard home
elevator (at 0.3 meters per second) is exceptional. The drive system features gentle acceleration
and braking for smooth travel, ensuring a first-class travel experience.
Meeting the changing needs of the Australian market, we are taking our elevators into the future,
the AVANTI Lift traction drive system now propels us into an exciting new era.

“At 1m/sec the Avanti Lift is 3x faster than
your average home elevator”
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DESIGNED TO IMPRESS
The AVANTI Lift lift brings a level of meticulous attention
to detail. System engineered with components built to fit
together and FAST speeds of up to 1m/sec and transport
up to 1000kgs. The MRL (machine room less) passenger
elevator results in a smoother and safer ride.

1 LATEST GENERATION CONTROLLER
Thanks to its integrated energy manager, the energy
consumption of components are reduced resulting in
efficient LED lighting and automatic-off lighting system in the
lift car.
The Eco-designed controller meets the best A-class energy
efficiency classification for elevator installations according to
ISO25745.

2 GEARLESS DIRECT LOW ENERGY-DRIVE MOTOR
>Machine room-less technology saves 30% on floor space.
>Reduction in shaft height (headroom) by up to 14%
>Quiet, smoother and safer ride.
>Perfect levelling between the car and the landing.
> Single phase 230V power available

3 TRACTION ROPES
> Latest direct-drive technology with innovative SDR steel
ropes contributes to silent, vibration-free ride comfort.

> Provides high landing accuracy between car and landing.
> Extremely high strength level ensures higher resistance
to wear resulting in low maintenance costs and increased
safety.

4 STATE-OF-THE-ART-DESIGN
All AVANTI Lifts are custom built using a huge range

ENERGY SAVING
GEARLESS LOW ENERGY DRIVE SYSTEM

>> Reaching 90% energy efficiency, one of the highest on the market!
>> Consumes 70% less energy compared to a hydraulic lift.
>> Consumes 50% less than a two-speed electric lift with similar features.

of designer materials, textures and colours personally
selected by our design team to fit in with your building
requirements and decor.
The compact exterior and spacious interior minimises the
space required in both new and existing homes.
Talk about flexible!

LED LIGHTING AND AUTOMATIC SWITCH OFF

>> Saves up to 80% power consumption.
>> Lighting lux levels are up to 50% above standard requirements
ENERGY REGENERATION SYSTEM

>> When the lift is travelling up with reduced load, or down with a heavy load, the motor generates energy rather than
consuming it with a regenerative drive fitted.
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EYE CATCHING TRANSPARENCY
From glass walls to glass doors, experience maximum transparency.
Glass can be selected for side or rear walls and doors of the lift car for
complete transparency or combined with other lift car interior materials.
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PEACE OF MIND BUILT IN
SAFETY FEATURES
>> fully-automatic rescue device: With floor level indication to ensure fast, efficient and safe evacuation of
passengers in the event of an emergency. As an option, the system can incorporate a fully-automatic rescue
device to evacuate passengers in the event of a power failure. Eliminating passenger entrapment by ensuring
fast and safe evacuation of passengers.

>> Full height light ray: Car safety entrance protection to all entrances which stops the lift car immediately when
an obstable breaks the screen.

>> 24/7 Service: Two-Way communication between the lift and our emergency 24-hour call centre
>> Electrical locks: Lift will not move when the landing door is not closed
>> Mechanical locks: Landing doors will not open when the lift is not at floor level
>> Overspeed sensing safety gear: Automatically engages in the event of an ascent or descent that is too quick
by engaging safety brakes

>> Overload indicators: Warning of overload conditions
>> Floor levelling accuracy: Prevents trip hazards
>> NBN Ready: Lift is upgradeable to the latest telephone technology
>> Emergency Alarm Button: To call for assistance
>> Emergency lighting: Don’t be stuck in the dark!
>> Security Features: The elevator can connect to customer owned security e.g. pin or swipe card.
>> Australian Standards: Compliance to the latest Australian Standards AS1735
>> Key Switch/Lock in the Car: To lock and unlock the lift. Access is controlled by key switch, which enables

SAFE & SECURE
“Safety is at the forefront of every Easy Living Home Elevators approach to lift design, ensuring our AVANTI
Lifts are equipped with the best in safety technology is a basic criteria, blazing a trail for others to follow”
And of course, all components meet the strictest quality standards, with the paramount objective of
protecting you and your passengers with the highest possible level of safety ensuring peace of mind.
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ENJOY YOUR AVANTI LIFT
WITH CONFIDENCE
With every AVANTI Lift purchase comes a quality assurance that sees your lift maintained
to last. With over 9500+ elevators in our maintenance system, we have the technical
expertise, specialised diagnostic equipment and genuine parts to keep your lift in optimum
condition and maintained by the best technicians in the industry, all factory trained and
employed by us!
24/7 CALL CENTRE ASSISTANCE
At Easy Living Home Elevators you not only get a home elevator, but a serious commitment
from us when the unexpected happens, every lift installed has access to our call centre 24
hours a day, 365 days a year, all round Australia.
Our network of technicians located across Australia ensures fast guaranteed response rates
to emergency calls.
10 YEAR PARTS GUARANTEE
Easy Living Home Elevators offers the original customer warranty for
European parts whereby our manufacturers, MUST hold a full stock of
spare parts for every lift made for a period of at least 10 years.
GENUINE PARTS FOR PEACE OF MIND
Easy Living Home Elevators takes pride in providing high quality genuine parts to meet the
highest quality expected by our customers, which have been designed specifically for your
AVANTI Lift to ensure a perfect fit and superior performance.
FACTORY TRAINED TECHNICIANS
To ensure we continue to provide the very best customer service experience, we factory
train our installation and service technicians to the highest level using the latest equipment
available with our very own Easy Living Training Academy.
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MANUFACTURING
EXCELLENCE

ORONA AT A GLANCE
Annual production
capacity of

Number

1

“Since 1964, ORONA have been producing high
quality, high speed lifts.

production capacity in
Europe for complete lifts

As one of over 600 lift manufacturers in the world
our success is best measured by the fact that one
in every 20 lifts in the world is now an Orona. To
maintain this performance we have a 200 strong
innovation team, who are constantly pushing
for not just superficial changes, but big leaps in
innovation. That’s how we were the first elevator
company in the world to receive an eco-design
accreditation, by producing a cost effective and
environmentally friendly lift.

in

20,000

250,000

1 20
out
of
lifts in the world
is an Orona

complete lifts

lifts worldwide with
Orona technologies

countries
around the world, supplied

50+

100%

years of experience

European Production
Quality

Continuous improvement and innovation are
part of ORONA’s identity.
Orona Elevator Innovation Centre, is Orona’s
centre for Research and Development of
intelligent and safe transport systems.
Orona Ideo, an innovation city that brings
together business, universities and research
centers, to develop the latest technologies in
vertical transport, sustainability and energy
efficiency.

Over

100

Innovation

It’s just one of the reasons why we are the fastest
growing lift company in the world, and we’re
excited about taking Easy Living Home Elevators
and the Australian market to the next level”
Pablo Fernandez
Area Manager, Orona

Orona Headquarters

AAA
Efficiency

1

ST

Company in the sector
worldwide certified in
Eco-design (ISO14006)
4
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Eco-design
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INSPIRATION
We offer endless inspiration through a range
of displays, styles and colour choice.
One of our dedicated and eperienced lift
consultants can visit you in your home to
discuss our range and your needs and
budget in a personalised consultation.
We believe you will be delighted with our product,
our service, our people and you will agree with us
when we say our elevators are
“Designed to Impress”
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AVANTI LIFT

Planning Data

X-10

Lift shaft (mm)
Load / capacity

Car (mm)
Side-opening doors

Headroom

Q

FC

PL

Width

Depth

Clear
opening

825

1,100

700

AC

Load
Passenger Capacity

5

Capacity

4 - 5 - 6 - 8 persons

Maximum Speed

1 m/s

Maximum travel

12 m

Maximum floors served

6 floors

Entrances

Front (1) / Through car (2x180°) / Adjacent (2x90°)

Drive system

Gearless Traction (180 runs per hour)

Controller

ARCA III controller, low energy consumption multiprocessor

700 / 750 / 800 / 900 mm

Door height

2,000 / 2,100 mm

Car dimensions

Standard car dimensions

Internal car height

2,100 / 2,200 mm

Headroom

3,400 / 3,000 mm

Pit

1,000 / 850 mm

Power

Single phase / 3 phase

Compliance

EN81-70, AS1735.18, AS1735.12, NCC E3.6

FH 3

HF

HUP

Depth

Pit

Headroom

1,350

400 kg

850

2x180°
1,450

1,350

800

1

1,430

1,550

750

1

1,350

1,550

800

2x180°

1,000

1,250

2x90°

1,500

1,625

1,400

900

2x180°
2x90°

1,500
2,000

1,725

1,200

1,250

900

2x180°
2x90°

1,825

800

1 Accessible space below the pit (counterweight with safety gear)
add 50 mm to shaft width (AH)

1,575
1,600
2,000
1,800

1,725

3,400
1,550

1,650

2x180°

3,400
(3,000) 5

1,700

1,650

4 Optional reduced pit (HF) at 850 mm
5 Minimum headroom (HUP) for internal car height (HC) of 2,100 mm
Reduced headroom (HUP) option available only for 6 and 8 persons

2 Shaft depth with door tracks projecting 60 mm on the landing
3 Shaft depth with door tracks projecting 40 mm on the landing

Optional

Layout
1 ENTRANCE

2 ENTRANCES (OPEN THROUGH)

2 ENTRANCES (FRONT & SIDE)

AH
PL2

AH

CROSS SECTION

AH
AC

HUP

FH
FC

AC

FC

FH

FC

FH

Pit
AC

PL1

PL1

HF

PL
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3,400
(3,000) 5

1,450
2,000

1,600
1,400

1,000
(850) 4

1,650

1,650

1
1,100

1,700

1,500
1,700

630 kg

3,400
1,600

1,800

1

3,400
(3,000) 5

1,550

1,650
1,600

1,100

1,450
1,800

1,650

1

8

3,400

3,400

1,500
450 kg

1,400

1,200

1
6

1,300
1,600

1,500

2x90°

2x90°

Standard

AH
Width

HC

Clear door opening

FH 2
Depth

HPU

Side-opening / Centre-opening

AH1
Width

PL2

Door types

No. of entrances

1,325
320 kg

Specifications
320 - 450 - 630 kg

Accessibility

1
4

Load

Entrances

Central-opening doors

DR15
PREDESIGNED PACKS
Predesigned packs, make it easy for you to select your lift car interior.
Colours and selections have been created by some of Europe’s top interior designers. With total creative
freedom they have been able to produce various moods and effects. Whether it be a bold statement or a
blend of earthly and sophisticated elements, you have 12 different cabin interiors to select from.

REFERENCE PACK

DR10

DR11

DR15

DR16

DR12

DR13

DR14

DS12

DS13

DS14

SELECTION PACK

DS10

DS11
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Ceilings and LED lighting

UP 19

UP 37

AVANTI PLUS
ALWAYS PERFECTLY
STYLED

d

UP 43

AVANTI PLUS is extremely flexible. You are free to mix
and match colours and materials. From fresh, bright
accents to subtle earthy tones, the sky’s the limit.

UP 47

p

p

Our lift consultants are available to assist with the
design of your lift car that complements your home,
right down to the smallest detail.

UP 53

UP 67

9 LED Lighting Styles
p

23 Car Walls
15 Car Floors

UP 71

UP 73

4 Stainless Steel Doors
p

- Emergency hatch
(UP37 & UP41)

* Certain lighting models may not be available, subject to lift car dimensions

22 22

p Only available in Public range

d Only available in Domo range
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UP 41

Car Operating Panel

Car Display
7 segment

Dot-matrix

Car Walls

NEOCOMPACT COLOUR
NC01
Beige Cream

NC02
Red Autumn

NC03
White Snow

NC04
Grey Cloud

NC05
Blue Berry

NC07
Beige Sahara

p

d

NC10
NC25
Beige Cappuccino Warm Green

Direction arrows
on entrance return

TFT

p

p

p

d

p

AVAILABLE WITH
- Car direction arrows
- Overload indicator
(buzzer & light)

NEOCOMPACT WOOD
NC12
Wood Sinatra

- Car gong

NC14
Walnut Tree

NC15
Oak Tree

NC21
Oak White

- Voice synthesizer

NC22
Oak Grey

- Inductive acoustic coupler

p

d

p

p

NEOCOMPACT TEXTURE
NC16
Linen Pure

NC17
Grey Storm

NC18
Night Garden

NC19
White Garden

NC23
Light Linen

NC24
Tissue

p

d

p

d

p

Landing Display
STAINLESS STEEL
ST01
St St Base

ST02
St St Plus

Dot-matrix

7 segment

ST03
St St Elephant
Skin Pattern

ST04
St St Linen Pattern

d

p

d

p

Wall landing indicator

TFT

AVAILABLE WITH
- Next departure
indicator
- Landing gong

d

p Only available in Public range

d Only available in Domo range
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p Only available in Public range

p

d

d Only available in Domo range
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p

Car Operating Panel / Doors / Ceiling Finish

Car Push Buttons
The push buttons are water-resistant
(IPX3 under EN 60529) and have fully passed the impact and fire
tests defined in the EN 81-71 standard.

ST01
St St Base

ST02
St St Plus

ST04
ST03
St St Elephant Skin Pattern St St Linen Pattern

AVAILABLE WITH
- Door close push button
- Key switch push button (Standard or eurocylinder)
- External call cancelling
- Coded call

Landing Operating Panel
Panel with key switch
(standard or eurocylinder)

Surface mounted

Flooring
PVC
SC02
Green Leaf

SC01
Red Cherry

p

d

p

d

d

Bumprails

Skirting

MH (Mirror 1/2)

Wood

SK01 Anodized Aluminium (St St finish)

MT (Mirror 3/4 narrow)

Stainless steel

SK02 Lacquered Aluminium

CERAMICS

p

Rear-view mirror (EN 81-70)

SC04
Grey Storm

SC05
Grey Silver

SW04
Beige Basalt

SW06
Brown Earth

p

Mirror

MW (Mirror 3/4 wide)

SC03
Grey Ice

· Availability subject to lift car dimensions

SW01
Black Basalt

SW02
Grey Cement

SW03
Grey Pearl

PVC
Double bumprail

FINISH
01 Clear
02 Smoked

CHEQUER PLATE

Handrail
HR01 (Aluminium tube)

ME01
Chequered
Aluminium

HR02 (Aluminium tube)

ME02
St St Chequered
Pattern

d

HR03 (Aluminium tube)

HR04 (Stainless steel tube)

p

OWNER SUPPLIED FLOORING
- 23mm setdown provided

p Only available in Public range

d Only available in Domo range
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p Only available in Public range

d Only available in Domo range
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SC06
Beige Sand

SC07
Black Circles

SHOWROOMS
NSW & ACT
64 Penshurst Street
Willoughby NSW 2068
Tel. 02 8116 1500

VIC & TAS
7 Hoddle Street,
Collingwood VIC 3066
Tel. 03 9094 8600
QLD & NT
17 Campbell Street,
Bowen Hills QLD 4006
Tel. 07 3851 7500
WA
Unit 6 / 347-351 Great
Eastern Hwy, Redcliffe
WA 6104
Tel. 08 6272 9400
SA
Home Ideas Centre
113 Anzac Hwy,
Ashford SA 5035
Ph: 08 8231 8858

sales@easy-living.com.au
www.easy-living.com.au

DISCLAIMER
Easy Living Home Elevators Pty Ltd offers this brochure as a general guide. All information and specifications contained in this brochure are based on the latest
product information available at time of publication. Easy Living Home Elevators reserves the right to make changes at any time, without notice in colours, materials,
equipment, specifications, models & warranty. The colours shown in this document are a close match and are for reference only. Colour variations will occur
depending on calibration of computer screens and reproduction variations in the printing process. Absolute colour confirmation is only available with a physical
sample.
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